The widespread usage of Internet brought a lot of convenient changes in daily lives and lessened the effect of physical barriers for communication, bringing the people closer together. On the other hand, concerns have also been raised for the negative psychosocial consequences of the information technologies.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of two proposed diagnostic criteria are similar in general. However, there are some differences between them. While the DSM-5 stated that non-Internet computerized games could be also be involved for IGD in contradiction to its nomenclature, the ICD-11 classified gaming disorder into online and offline subtypes. 3, 4 However, the DSM-5 introduced other classification by severity; mild, moderate and severe. 3 Another major distinction between the two diagnostic systems is that the ICD-11 excluded the criterion of 'Tolerance' or 'Withdrawal' as diagnostic criteria unlike the DSM-5. 4 As stated in the diagnostic criteria of both the DSM-5 and the ICD-11 draft, a significant impairment may occur due to IGD in personal, family, social, school or occupational areas. 3, 4 Vocational and academic problems may also, in turn, exert negative impacts in mental health. [6] [7] [8] There is now a growing consensus that IGD is associated with increased psychological distress and psychiatric comorbidities such as depression, anxiety disorders, sleep problems and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and etc. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] However, as IGD is a novel diagnostic entity, its natural course and causality with psychiatric comorbidities are not well understood. Furthermore, the structural component and inter-relationships between the major IGD symptoms remain unclear. In addition, basic epidemiological data like the IGD prevalence greatly vary across the literatures (1.5-50%). [14] [15] [16] Such large variation in prevalence may have been resulted from different definition of IGD due to lack of gold standard or due to differences in environmental factors like socio-cultural attitudes towards gaming, difference in high-speed Internet accessibility, smartphone usage rates and so on. However, we believe that the methodological limitations may also contribute to such great variation. In general, on-line surveys demonstrated higher life prevalence (3.4-50%) for IGD while written surveys displayed somewhat lower life prevalence (1.5-9.9%). 16 Such phenomena may stem from sampling bias, where more problematic subjects could have been recruited in online surveys. In addition to potential errors in sampling, all such researches utilized surveys to estimate prevalence of IGD. Data collection through self-reports can be convenient and inexpensive. However, reliance on selfmeasurement encompass major limitations such as errors arising due surveying attitude or sincerity; subjectivity (i.e., different values and thresholds to gaming and its problem severity); false or concealing responses leading to underestimation or different levels of understanding to the questionnaires. 17, 18 In order to overcome the aforementioned methodological limitations, we collected data by conducting a large scale face to face diagnostic interviews by clinicians. This study's main objectives were to explore the structural component of IGD criteria and investigate whether they have a hierarchic order. The research conducted by Toce-Gerstein et al. 19 on gambling disorder provided an important insight on the relationships of gambling symptoms across the different severity groups. However, the data was derived from mixed samples and even though it utilized principal components analysis (PCA), not much information regarding the structural component was provided. We believe that PCA can be a particularly valuable method to a novel diagnostic entity like IGD since it does not require any particular structural modeling. To the best of our knowledge, there were two recent researches that analyzed gamers with PCA. 20, 21 However, they displayed the methodological limitations described above, which were online sample recruitment through game forums and lacking objective measurements by reliance on self-reports.
One research utilized PCA to analyze structure for new video gaming instrument and found two components corresponding to 'impaired control' and 'negative consequences' , however the results could had been confounded by the gender effect since the sample was predominated by males. 21 Furthermore, the sample of other study was comprised only by a particular game of 'World of Warcraft' in one study, thus limiting its generalizability to other games or game genres. 20 Exploring the structural component of IGD criteria may provide a valuable answer to what dimensions the IGD criteria are actually measuring and how the symptoms are related to each other. Further investigating the relationships between the IGD symptoms and their relevance to psychiatric comorbidity could provide more detailed information on its nature. The positive proportions of each IGD criterion among different severity levels were compared to observe which criteria reveal more severe form of IGD pathology.
METHODS

Participants and procedures
The study was carried out as a part of the Internet user Cohort for Unbiased Recognition of gaming disorder in Early adolescents (iCURE) study on Internet game and smart phone addiction (clinicaltrials.go videntifier: NCT 02415322). The iCURE is a prospective cohort study, carefully designed to identify risk and protective factors for IGD and Social Networking Service (SNS) addiction and their natural courses, especially in relation to psychiatric disorders.
The participants were first year middle school students in Seoul metropolitan area in the Republic of Korea. They were consecutively enrolled from 15th of September to the end of October in 2015. After obtaining permissions from the adolescents and their parents/guardians, baseline socio-demographic factors, Internet usage and gaming related factors were collected through questionnaires. Of total of 330 students as-sessed, the number of males was 163 (49.4%) and the number of females was 167 (50.6%). A major potential limitation of school survey is the error originated by giving out false answers in an attempt to conceal the students' own problems. Distributing and collecting paper survey may heighten up the concern of the surveyees about teacher or parents finding out about their problematic behaviors. Thus, self-measurements were collected through the study's designated website (http:// cohort.co.kr). After logging into our website with previously provided unique authentication codes, each participant completed the web-based survey.
Every enrolled participant also underwent face-to-face diagnostic interviews with clinicians. The diagnostic interviews took place in the participated schools a week after the baseline study completion. The students were assessed for IGD according to the DSM-5 IGD criteria plus for craving symptoms. A semi-structured interview was also administered to explore any presence of psychiatric disorders. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of The Catholic University of Korea (MC140NM10085) and was conducted in accordance with the principles of Declaration of Helsinki.
Measures
For the objective measurement of the Internet gaming problems, students were assessed according to the DSM-5 IGD criteria. In addition, craving was also assessed during the interview as it was not measured in the newly proposed DSM-5 IGD criteria. Craving was evaluated by asking the following questions -"Do you frequently experience a strong urge for gaming?", "Once thought about gaming comes into your mind, is it difficult to suppress such desire?" For psychiatric comorbidity, each student also underwent a semi-structured interview using Kiddie-Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia-Present and Lifetime Version-Korean version (K-SADS), which had been validated previously.
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Interviewers
The interviewer pool was comprised of 9 psychiatrists and one clinical psychologist, whose working experiences were at least three years in clinical practice. Every interviewer was intensively pre-trained by both addiction specialists and children-adolescents psychiatry specialists. The training course included instruction on the assessing instruments; diagnostic considerations; severity judgments; general techniques of interviewing children and adolescents and techniques for probing and clarifying ambiguous answers.
Statistical analysis
A PCA was performed to explore major components of the proposed DSM-5 criteria of IGD and craving for Internet gaming. PCA extracts components based on variance in a way that maximize the overall variance. PCA was chosen over factor analysis because it does not require any modeling, which encompasses presumptions on relationships between factors. Since IGD is rather a novel diagnostic entity, the relationship between different IGD symptoms remains unclear. Therefore, it was considered that presuming any particular structures may lead to unnecessary biases. Components yielding eigenvalue greater than 1.0 were included.
Next, the relative proportion of each IGD symptom was explored according to the IGD severity. To determine of which symptoms are more endorsed by the increasing severity of IGD, positive endorsers were grouped by the total number of endorsed IGD domains that ranged from 1 to 8. The proposed IGD criteria suggested five or more criteria to be met to diagnose IGD in the DSM-5. Therefore, the endorsers were divided into 'subclinical gamers' and 'addicted gamers' by 5. The subclinical gamers were then again bisected into mild (positive on 1 to 2 numbers of domains) and moderate risk gamers (positive on 3 to 4 numbers of domains). The IGD subjects were also further divided to 'plain' addicted group (positive on 5 to 6 numbers of domains) and 'severe' addicted group (positive on 7 to 8 numbers of domains). As a result, severity grouping were done into four groups with equal interval in terms of counts of positive domains. As well as examining the symptomatic distribution across different severity of IGD, the presence of psychiatric comorbidity was also explored between those four groups. Pairwise comparisons were performed between the adjacent groups using chi-squared or Fisher' s exact test with two-tailed statistical significance of 0.05. The adjacent groups were compared to investigate the hierarchical order of each symptom by different severity.
To further determine the distribution of each symptom according to severity, univariate curves were plotted across every IGD symptoms. For each IGD symptom, the endorsement rate of a particular symptom was plotted against the whole positive endorsers for four different severity groups. The goodness of fit for each symptom curve was tested by calculating the squared correlation (R 2 ). Whether linear or polynomial, the best fitting curve was plotted to maximize the R 2 between the actual values and the values predicted by the curve. As previously explained by Toce-Gerstein et al., 19 adecelerating curvilinear line concaving downwards indicates 'low-threshold' meaning the symptom is more prevalent in ones with low severity. On the other hand, an accelerating curvilinear line concaving upwards indicates 'high-threshold' meaning the symptom is more prevalent in ones with high severity.
Finally, the relationships of ten symptoms, with DSM-5 IGD criteria and craving combined, were additionally investigated by Cramer's Vassociations (ϕ). Firstly, the pair wise associations of each criterion were computed to examine how the factors within the same component of PCA were correlated. Secondly, their associations with psychiatric comorbidities were also computed. Exploring the associations of each IGD criterion to psychiatric comorbidities may provide valuable clues to of which IGD symptoms are influenced by comorbid psychiatric conditions or vice versa. However, the wide spectrum of psychiatric comorbidities could exert different effects to a particular clinical manifestation of IGD. Thus, the mixed effects may, in turn, cancel out the psychiatric influences on IGD symptoms when the psychiatric comorbidities are treated as a whole. Krueger previously suggested two factors for mental disorders; internalizing and externalizing. 23 Many researches adopted this concept of clustered correlated syndromes that grouped depression and anxiety disorders into internalizing and grouping ADHD, antisocial, conduct disorders or substance disorders as externalizing behavioral problems.
24-27 Therefore, we further bisected the psychiatric comorbidities into internalizing (depression, anxiety and adjustment disorders) and externalizing (ADHD, ODD, conduct disorder and tic disorder) group.
All statistical analyses were performed using the software package SAS Enterprise Guide 7.1 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, North Carolina) or R software version 2.15.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria; www.r-project.org).
RESULTS
Basic clinco-demographics
The clinco-demographic characteristics are shown in Table  1 . It can be seen that the gender ratio of our sample is well balanced. For psychiatric comorbidities, 21 students had mood disorders, which were adjustment disorder with depressed mood, unipolar or bipolar depression. Twelve students were diagnosed for any kind of anxiety disorders. By avoiding multiple-counting of the ones with multiple disorders, the net total of the mood and anxiety disorders yielded 28 (8.5%) and they were categorized as internalizing disorders. On contrary, following disorders were categorized as externalizing disorders: ADHD, oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), Conduct disorder and tic disorder. Eleven students had ADHD. There were two students having a Tic disorder. Three students were diagnosed with oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) or Conduct disorder, with two students also having a mood disorder. Yet, ADHD: attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, ODD: oppositional defiant disorder, NOS: not otherwise specified those two were categorized as externalizing disorders considering the dominant clinical feature in them. Altogether, the net total of externalizing disorders was 13 (3.9%). While 71 students (21.5%) were non-gamers, most of the students (n=258, 78.2%) played Internet game by either personal computers or smartphones. The mean gaming time for weekday and weekend were 119.0 and 207.5 minutes, respectively. The players spent 144.3 minutes daily for gaming on average.
Principal components analysis
Through PCS, two components were found to have Eigen value greater than 1.0. The first component demonstrated Eigen value of 3.97 and was comprised by symptoms other than tolerance. The second component displayed Eigen value of 1.09 and included only one symptom of tolerance. Altogether, the two components' cumulative percentage of explained variance was 51% ( Table 2) To put into words, the component is represented by 'loss of control for gaming while being preoccupied and craving to play instead of all other activities and despite negative consequences' . In medical subject headings provided by United States National Library of Medicine, compulsive behavior is 'the behavior of performing an act persistently and repetitively without it leading to reward or pleasure' . 28 Thus, compulsivity was considered to provide the best fitting explanation for this component of 'losing control over gaming and prioritizing the repetitive behavior of gaming over other activities despite harms' . Thus, the first principal component was labeled as compulsivity.
The second component explained 11 percentage of the variance. The symptom that showed the highest factor loading was tolerance with factor loading of 0.77. However, all other symptoms did not demonstrate meaningful factor loadings in the second principal component. Bi-plotting the two principal components revealed the relationships between factors more apparent ( Figure 1) . While all other symptoms were clustered and demonstrated heavy loadings for the first principal component (compulsivity), the 'Tolerance' criterion displayed a high loading on its own, located aloof from the rest. Although 'Loss of Control' was the factor with second largest loading (0.31) for the second principal component (tolerance), it was closely clustered to the compulsivity component.
Distribution of IGD symptoms and their univariate curves across different severity
Among the gamers, 69 students (20.9%) were assessed to be positive on any of the criteria for IGD and craving. Thirty-two (9.7%) and twenty-one (6.4%) students were positive for 1-2 and 3-4 IGD symptoms, respectively. Sixteen students (4.9%) demonstrated more than five of the symptoms. When examining the whole positive sample, the most common symptom was 'Loss of Control' (50.7%) and was followed after by 'Preoccupation' (43.5%) and 'Craving' (43.5%). Overall, 'Escapism' (36.2%) and 'Persistent use despite Negative results' (33.3%) were also frequently appeared symptoms. Yet, 'Escapism' was more prevalent in low severity group (28.1% vs. 9.4% of 'Persistent use despite Negative results' in 1-2 positive group), whereas 'Persistent use despite Negative results' were more frequent in higher severity group (100% vs. 75% of 'Escapism' in 7-8 positive group) ( Table 3 (Figure 2) . Upon inspecting the univariate curves plotted for each IGD symptom, it became clearer that the distribution of IGD symptoms varied according to the severity. The symptoms with decelerating curvilinear lines were 'Preoccupation' , 'Withdrawal' , 'Deceiving' and 'Tolerance' . However, the shape of the best fitting polynominal regression curve plotted by the criterion of 'Tolerance' was close to 'flat' rather than deceleration. On the other hand, accelerating curvilinear lines were displayed by two symptoms. Those were 'Escapism' and 'Jeopardizing relationship/career' . The rest of the symptoms showed linear relationships in regression curves (Figure 2) .
Out of all 69 participants, who were evaluated positive to any of the criteria for IGD and craving, nine students (13.0%) had the internalizing disorders while five students (7.3%) had the externalizing disorders. These figures are somewhat higher than the above-mentioned psychiatric comorbidity of the whole sample; 28 (8.5%) and 13 (3.9%) for the internalizing and the externalizing disorders, respectively. Although not statistically significant, the psychiatric comorbidities showed an increasing trend as the severity of gaming problem increased. When plotted in unvariate curves, the externalizing disorders demonstrated a decelerating curvilinear line while an accelerating curvilinear line was plotted for the internalizing disorders ( Figure 3 ). As well as 'Decrease in other activities' (ϕ=0.37), 'Withdrawal' showed moderately strong association with 'Craving' (ϕ= 0.28). On the other hand, 'Escapism' did not display much association with the rest of IGD symptoms, though it belonged to the same first component in the PCA. The 'Tolerance' criterion, which comprised the second component in the PCA, also revealed no meaningful associations with the rest of the IGD symptoms ( Table 4) .
The associations between the IGD symptoms and the psychiatric comorbidities were also explored. Three symptoms of 'Preoccupation' , 'Withdrawal' , and 'Decrease in other activities' showed moderately strong association with the psychiatric comorbidity as a whole (ϕ=0.28) and with the internalizing disorders with Cramer' s Vassociations (ϕ) 0.27, 0.23 and 0.23, respectively. Although weak, the externalizing disorder showed association with 'Jeopardizing relationship/career' (ϕ=0.17) and 'Loss of Control' (ϕ=0.16) ( Table 5 ).
DISCUSSION
Our result revealed that Internet gaming is a very popular recreational activities in ROK adolescents. Since the confucian Korean culture traditionally values academic attainment very highly, the fact that almost 80% of students playing internet games with more than 2 hours of average daily gaming time was unexpected. Internet gaming is a popular recreation in these days, yet such high rate was not anticipated results. Since our participants were recruited from schools but not from online sources, which may include high risk group, these findings were surprising. Yet, only 16 students (4.8%) were severe enough to be clinically diagnosed as IGD. This prevalence was The major finding of this study was that problematic gamers demonstrated different patterns of clinical manifestations by different levels of severity in gaming problems. The univariate curves made the hierarchic presentation of IGD criteria more evident.
Two IGD symptoms of 'Escapism' and 'Jeopardizing relationship/career' showed accelerating curvilinear lines, meaning that these IGD criteria were more frequent in severe subjects. Thus, the two symptoms may indicate more severe behavioral addiction in gaming and we argue that whenever encountering potential IGD patients with 'Escapism' or 'Jeopardizing relationship/career' , more clinical attention is required in both diagnostic and therapeutic approaches.
'Loss of Control' , 'Decrease in other activities' , 'Persistent use despite Negative results' and 'Craving' demonstrated linear relationships with increasing gaming severity, suggesting a kind of dose-dependent pattern of clinical manifestations according to IGD severity. 'Decrease in other activities' was also the criterion that the addicted group (50.0%) differed significantly from the moderate risk group (14.3%). Therefore, this criterion could be a key screening question in detecting IGD.
On the other hand, 'Preoccupation' , 'Withdrawal' , 'Deceiving' and 'Tolerance' were plotted as decelerating curvilinear lines. Decelerating curvilinear lines mean that the symptoms are more prevalent among the low severity groups. Such 'lowthreshold' symptom could be a prevalent phenomenon but may not necessarily be an alarming sign of IGD by itself alone. However, an exception could be applied to the IGD criterion of 'Withdrawal' .
When compared to the moderate risk group (19.1%), 'Withdrawal' tended to appear more often in the addicted group (58.3%). The lack of statistically significance may owe to its uncommonness as it was the third infrequent symptom in overall (20.3%) after 'Jeopardizing relationship/career' (17.4%) and 'Deceiving' (18.8%). Although not a frequently displayed symptom, the 'Jeopardizing relationship/career' symptom tended to represent the most severely addicted group. Thus, presence of this particular symptom warrants further exploration on the matters of gaming and hence providing more intensive treatment.
Another interesting finding of this study was that the morphology of the best fitting curve for the 'Tolerance' criterion was close to a flat shape. Moreover, 'Tolerance' did not display much meaningful associations with any other IGD criteria by Cramer' s V association. Together with the outlier-like position revealed in the PCA as a solitary component of its own, this put a serious question mark on 'Tolerance' as a valid diagnostic criterion of IGD. The peerless position of 'Tolerance' may not necessarily represent its uniqueness but may rather indicate its failure as a diagnostic criterion in reflecting the true pathology IGD. The proposed DSM-5 IGD criteria of 'Tolerance' and 'Withdrawal' had been criticized or not regarded as auniversal feature. 31, 32 Our findings strongly support the developing ICD-11 for not including 'Tolerance' as an essential element in diagnosing IGD.
As well as including 'Tolerance' in IGD with no clear empirical evidence, the currently proposed IGD criteria could be also criticized for omitting 'Craving' , a traditionally important concept in addiction. 'Craving' previously demonstrated higher positive predictive rate (91.4%) for IGD than other proposed criteria such as 'Preoccupation' (90%), 'Withdrawal' (83.3%) or 'Escapism' (85.2%). 33 Our result demonstrated that 'Craving' may discriminate the moderate risk group from mild risk group and has a linear relationship in the univariate curve, increasing its prevalence with heightening IGD severity. Thus, this finding highlights the potentialclinical utility of 'Craving' in IGD and indicates further investigations for its value in the IGD assessment. 'Preoccupation' was prevalent in the groups with lower severity and had been postulated as a beginning process of gaming addiction. 34 The results of varying distribution of IGD criteria across different severity groups their associated patterns made the authors to hypothesize that preoccupation to gaming leads to impaired control to cut down gaming and diminished interest to other activities. These would, in turn, contribute to persistent gaming despite negative outcomes and make the gamers to lie about their addictive behavior in attempt to cover up their problems. Craving, under the influence of withdrawal, may further strengthen the diminished interest to daily activities and persistent gaming despite negative outcomes. However, when the efforts to compensate their addictive behavior (e.g., deceiving) fail, ones may ultimately face significant losses in interpersonal relationships or career opportunities. Although this hypothesized temporal development of IGD pathology may sound convincing, this cannot be verified in this cross-sectional outcomes and requires well-designed longitudinal studies to test whether IGD progress in such sequential manner.
Even though the above explanation for the pathogenesis of IGD from low-threshold to high-threshold symptoms in a sequential manner may sound convincing, this hypothesis has to be remain as a mere speculation since we cannot attribute causality for one IGD symptom to another cue to the cross-sectional nature of our current investigation. Such inference on the course of IGD pathogenesis can only be derived from carefully designed longitudinal studies. Nevertheless, we anticipate that the ongoing cohort study (iCURE) will hopefully broaden our knowledge regarding the natural course of IGD.
The fact that other individual, environmental and gamerelated risk factors, which may influence over the onset and clinical presentation of IGD such as temperaments, parentchild or peer relationships, game genres, respectively, were not analyzed is also a limitation in this study. Future studies would be followed to examine potential risk or protective factors with more data collection. Although we tried our very best to minimize sample bias in the study, another limitation would be from confounding factors arising from the study sample. The entire study sample was comprised of student.
While this homogeneity may provide more accurate evaluation for the increasing gaming problems in the adolescents, this also may limit generalizability to general population since students are not free to play games in the school hours and have different levels of parental guidance. Other limitations on generalizability may arise due to the fact that all participants were Koreans residing in Seoul metropolitan area. This may limit the application of our study results to people living in rural regions or other nations.
To the best of our knowledge, this investigation was the first study that ever attempted to explore the association of IGD severity with comorbid internalizing or externalizing problems by formal psychiatric diagnosis. Unless treated separately, the influence of the two distinct groups on IGD may disappear due to a mixed effect. While comorbid internalizing disorders demonstrated an accelerated pattern in the univariate curve, externalizing disorders demonstrated a deceleratedpattern in accordance to the increasing severity of gaming problems. This finding suggest that ADHD or other conditions with difficulties in executive control, may actually lower the hurdle for the vulnerable ones to display problematic gaming pattern at relatively earlier stage of IGD. In a study of drug naïve children having both ADHD and video gaming problems, 8 weeks of methylphenidate treatment improved the measure related to the Internet addiction and spending time as well as improving the attention problems. 35 Together with our finding, this implicates that treating such predisposing comorbid conditions may increase resistance to the onset of IGD or facilitate the recovery process. Nonetheless, further investigations are required for confirmation.
Even though 'Escapism' displayed an accelerated curve in our analysis, this phenomenon may owe, at least in part, to the similar accelerated pattern of internalizing disorders (Figure 2 ). Therefore, more prospective studies are also needed to illuminate the relationships between internalizing disorders like depression and 'Escapism' , the criteria of utilizing games as a means for mood modification and to ultimately reveal the relationship of internalizing disorders with IGD.
The authors previously proposed the typology of IGD as the impulsive/aggressive, the emotionally vulnerable, the socially conditioned subtype. 36 This study' s findings demonstrated that theclinical picture may vary by the externalizing disorders (the impulsive/aggressive type) and the internalizing disorders (the emotionally vulnerable type) in terms of severity and associated symptoms. This finding may add some important insights about the varying effects of psychiatric comorbidities on IGD and its typology.
To verify whether a particular symptom indicates a prodromal feature on its way to developing IGD or is just a symptom clustered in accordance to corresponding severity, more stud-ies should be followed in future. Our results revealed that there is a hierarchic order in IGD criteria and certain symptoms like 'Decrease in other activities' and 'Jeopardizing relationship/career' may represent a higher severity of IGD. Therefore, allocating more clinical resources to such phenomena seems just, instead of viewing all IGD symptoms equally.
